2017 SPARTAN PROSPECT CAMP
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16 • 10:00 AM • RAIN OR SHINE
NOBBY’S BALLPARK, HOME OF SPARTAN BASEBALL

The Spartan Prospect Camp provides attendees with a great opportunity for exposure to collegiate coaching and evaluation by the Spartan baseball staff. Camp will include instruction, evaluation and live game play. Pitchers will face at least five batters. The camp is restricted to 40 players, in order to provide optimal instruction for all participants.

For questions or further information, please contact Head Coach Matt Englander at:

mde19@case.edu or (216) 368-5379

NAME: _______________________________ GRADUATION YEAR: ________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________ PHONE: _______________________
CITY: __________________________ STATE: __________________________
HIGH SCHOOL: ______________________ ZIP: ______________________________
EMAIL: __________________________ SAT: __________ ACT: __________ GPA: __________
T-SHIRT SIZE: S M L XL XXL

Please Circle Your Desired Position(s):
PRIMARY POSITION: RHP LHP C 1B 2B SS 3B OF
SECONDARY POSITION: RHP LHP C 1B 2B SS 3B OF

Please return registration form with $125 payment to the address below
CHECKS PAYABLE TO CWRU BASEBALL

Case Western Reserve University
c/o Matt Englander
Veale Center
2138 Adelbert Road
Cleveland, OH 44106-7223

For players younger than 18 years old, a parent or guardian SIGNATURE IS REQUIRED

PLAYER: ____________________________
PARENT/GUARDIAN: ____________________________